Service Group Distribution Announces Addition of Solar Control Paint to Product Lines
FULLERTON, Calif., July 16, 2013 – Service Group Distribution (SGD) announced the addition of
Liquisol Solar Control Paint to its solar control product line. Designed specifically for
polycarbonate, acrylic and plastic skylight applications, Liquisol provides long-lasting solar
control to materials and surfaces where window film cannot be used.
SGD distributes four Liquisol paints: 4Ever, 4EverBlue, 4EverDark and 3Seasons. Each can be
applied to glass, acrylic or plexiglass conservatories, skylights and sky domes to reduce heat and
glare. “Skylights enhance rooms by bringing in sunlight,” said Brian Rodriguez, SGD Sales
Executive. “With this light sometimes comes unwanted heat and glare. Liquisol paints are an
affordable and effective way to reduce those problems.”
Liquisol paints let in sunlight but reflect infrared heat while blocking >98% of harmful UV rays.
This makes the indoor environment more comfortable, while lowering cooling costs and
extending the life of furniture, fabrics and artwork by resisting discoloration.
Liquisol’s 3Seasons was designed for hot summer, extremely cold winter climates. This
temporary paint can be easily removed and reapplied when needed, allowing excessive solar
heat to be blocked most of the year while taking advantage of solar gain during winter.
Liquisol’s 4Ever, 4EverBlue and 4EverDark are permanent solar reflective paints. Each was
designed to provide a choice of visible light transmissions and heat rejection. The newest of
these, 4EverDark, provides extreme heat and glare protection while 4Ever let’s in the most light
and is optimal for applications where customers want heat and glare control combined with a
maximum amount of light.
4EverBlue puts off a blue hue designed to mimic the sky, giving occupants the feeling of
beautiful weather outdoors while providing an efficient solar control solution. 4EverBlue has a
57% Total Solar Energy Rejection.
“Skylights are a major source of heat, glare and excessive light during summer. While window
film is a great solution, there are skylights where it simply can’t be used. Liquisol fills this void;
not only can it be applied to acrylic and polycarbonate, because it’s a paint, you can apply it to
curved surfaces too,” commented Earl Mangune, SGD’s Manager Pro Tem and Director. "Best
of all, Liquisol lasts longer, is faster to apply and costs about the same. “
For more information about Liquisol or any of the other products SGD offers, please call 866320-7150 or email info@servicegroupdist.com.

